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Contemplative Outreach (SA) is affiliated to
Contemplative Outreach (USA) and teaches
Centering Prayer, a prayer which involves silently resting
and waiting upon God in the stillness of our being.

Dear Fellow Travellers on the Contemplative Journey
“‘In the last days, God says,
I will pour out my Spirit on all people.
Your sons and daughters will prophesy,
your young men will see visions,
your old men will dream dreams”
Acts 2:17 - New International Version (NIV)

As the winter cold and rain start to envelope us, let us open our hearts to
be warmed by God’s Spirit as we celebrate the time of Pentecost.
Let us pray for Contemplative Outreach to be an instrument of enrichment,
spiritual growth, peace and goodwill for all peoples and nations.
We are reminded of Theological Principles 4 to 8:
The source of Centering Prayer is the Indwelling Trinity. Its practice
consists of responding to the call of the Holy Spirit to consent to the Divine
presence and action within.
The Divine presence affirms our basic core of goodness made in the
image of God.
The Divine action is the process of transformation in Christ which inspires
and deepens our consent.
The contemplative dimension of the Gospel manifests as an everdeepening union with Christ and the practical caring for others that flows
from this relationship. It reveals the deeper meaning of Christ’s life and
teaching.
Our relationship with the living Christ is the bond uniting us together in
mutual love
Johan du Toit
Editor
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The Rising Tide of Silence
A very successful screening of the film "A Rising
Tide of Silence” on the life of Fr Thomas Keating
was held at the Labia Theatre and it attracted a full
house. It was so well-received that another
screening took place at the Simon's Town
Museum which was also sold out.
1."The Spiritual Journey does not require doing anything because God
is already with us and in us."
2. "Just by the very nature of our birth, we are on the spiritual journey."
3. "God will bring people and events into our lives, and whatever we
may think about them, they are designed for the evolution of His life
in us."
4. "Holiness is the process whereby God changes our attitudes toward
our trials and tribulations."
5. "Vulnerability means to be hurt over and over again without seeking
to love less, but more."
6. "The more we know about nature, the more we know about the mind
of God."
7. "Centering Prayer is a practical way of cultivating interior silence. It is
deeper than the senses, deeper than consciousness itself."
8. "If one completes the journey to one's own heart, one will find oneself
in the heart of everyone else."
9. "The Spiritual Journey is a struggle to be ever more available to God
and let go of the obstacles to that transforming process."

• These quotes come from the film “The Rising Tide of Silence” on the life of
Fr Keating. The DVDs will be on sale at the book table at R100 at our next
Morning of Enrichment on 13th June.
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Silence is worship
Mark Collier

By repeatedly reading Psalms we can become over familiar
with the words and often stop noticing them and their meaning.
Sometimes it helps to read different translations so as to give
us new insights that make us ponder. This is even truer if the
translations are not by a Christian translator.
Robert Alter, Professor of Hebrew and Comparative Literature
at the University of California, Berkeley has translated the
psalms from the original Hebrew and brings surprising
freshness and directness to them.
Here is Psalm 65 which he opens with the words “Silence is
worship”. In his footnote to this delightfully surprising opening
line he says “Despite many divergent interpretations of the
Hebrew noun dumiyah, the most likely meaning, in view of the
other Biblical occurrences of the verbal root it reflects, is
‘silence’. The speaker begins this Psalm of praise – in a
paradoxical gesture regarding speech and silence familiar in
poetry in many languages – by affirming that the subject of the
poem, God’s greatness, is beyond what language can
express, so that silence alone is due praise. The poet,
however, cannot remain silent, and he goes on to celebrate
God’s goodness.”
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Psalm 65
For the lead player, a psalm; for David, a song
To You silence is praise, God, in Zion,
and to You a vow will be paid.
O, Listener to prayer,
unto You all flesh shall come.
My deeds of mischief are too much for me
Our crimes but You atone.
Happy whom You choose to draw close,
he will dwell in Your courts.
May we be sated with Your house’s bounty,
the holiness of Your temple.
With awesome acts justly You answer us,
our rescuing God,
refuge of all the earth’s ends
and the far-flung sea,
Who sets mountains firm in His power,
- He is girded in might –
Who quiets the roar of the seas,
the roar of their waves and the tumult of nations.
And those who dwell at earth’s ends will fear Your signs.
The portals of morning and evening You gladden.
You pay mind to the earth and soak it.
You greatly enrich it.
God’s steam is filled with water.
You ready their grain, for so You ready it.
Quench the thirst of its furrows, smooth out its hillocks,
melt it with showers, its growth You will bless.
You crown Your beautiful year,
and Your pathways drip ripeness.
The wilderness meadows do drip,
and with joy the hills are girded.
The pastures are clothed with flocks
and the valleys are mantled with grain.
They shout for joy, they even sing.
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CONTEMPLATIVE OUTREACH SOUTH AFRICA

INTENSIVE / POST-INTENSIVE RETREAT
COOLOCK HOUSE, 23-27 SEPTEMBER 2015
REGISTRATION FORM
Name:
Postal address:

__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
Home telephone: __________________________________
Cell phone number:__________________________________
Email address:
__________________________________
Which retreat would you like to register for?
(Intensive or Post-Intensive)__________________________
Do you have any special dietary requirements?
________________________________________________
Are you taking any regular medication? If so, please specify:
________________________________________________
CONTACT PERSON: RICHARD HAWKINS:
033-3421029 / 0832957474 hawkins@ionet.co.za
Cost: R1500pp for single room with shared abltions
Deposit: R500
Bank details for deposit:

Bank: FNB Acc name: Marriott Asset Management Pty Ltd
Branch: Corporate Transactional Services – Durban
Branch code: 223626
Account number: 50854611131
Reference (very NB!): 1052847 + your surname
Please email proof of deposit to babsiewood@telkomsa.net
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INTENSIVE / POST-INTENSIVE RETREAT
This is a five day silent retreat with the Intensive running
concurrently with the Post Intensive. Its purpose is to immerse
participants in the practice of Centering Prayer. It is an
experience "...in which we move beyond learning how to be still to
actually being still.”
Both the Intensive and the Post Intensive will have the same daily
rhythm of 6/7 periods of centering using the meditative walk and
a daily period of Lectio Divina.
Those on the Intensive Programme can view daily one of the
Spiritual Journey DVDs with a discussion following while those on
the Post Intensive do not view the DVDs but continue to be alone
in silence.
There will opportunity to attend Mass.
Those wishing to attend the retreat should have an established
Centering Prayer practice, and should have attended at least one
weekend retreat.
DATES:
Wednesday 23 September (supper) to
Sunday 27 September (breakfast)
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At the recent Small Group Facilitators Meeting Winnie Thomson prepared the
Centre Piece and read the poem, setting the tone for a blessed meeting.

Pied Beauty
Glory be to God for dappled things For skies of couple-colour as a brinded cow;
For rose-moles all in stipple upon trout that
swim;
Fresh-firecoal chestnut-falls; finches’ wings;
Landscapes plotted and pieced-fold, fallow and
plough;
And all trades, their gear and tackle and trim.
All things counter, original, spare, strange;
Whatever is fickle, freckled (who knows how?)
With swift, slow, sweet, sour; adazzle, dim;
He fathers-forth whose beauty is past change:
Praise him
-Gerald Manley Hopkins

Breda Ludik, guest speaker at our forthcoming Morning of Enrichment,
is the pastor for worship in Helderberg DRC in Somerset West. He is
also a part-time teacher and hymn-writer. He obtained his doctorate in
divinity with a thesis on the integrated spirituality of the Psalms. His
graduate studies in theology was done at Stellenbosch University and
the University of Pretoria, while his PhD was done under the joint
guidance of Prof. Ben Johnson, professor in spirituality at Columbia
Theological Seminary in Atlanta in the USA and Prof. Jurgens Hendriks
at Stellenbosch University. His own devotional life and much of what he
does in his ministry is increasingly focused on contemplative spiritual
practices.
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Contemplative Outreach (SA) Western Cape
Invites you to a

Morning of Enrichment
being united in prayer and united in silence.

Saturday 13 June 2015
8:30 - 13:00
St Stephen’s Anglican Church, Pinelands

Guest Speaker

Breda Ludik
Topic: Contemplation in Action
Newcomers to Centering Prayer are welcome
Tea and Coffee will be provided
Charge R40.00 or a donation
For more information please contact Janie Potgieter
tel 021 851 4375 or Janie@telkomsa.net
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CENTERING PRAYER SMALL GROUPS
AREA

FACILITATOR

PHONE

MEETING

Bishopscourt

Margie Weir

021 797-4876

2nd Sat 11am

Constantia

Paul Palmer

021 713-1471

Monday 11am

Durbanville

Cherry Wolf

021 976-0111

2nd Mon 7:30pm

Durbanville

Diana Ledgerwood

021 976-4006

Alternate Fri 10am

Durbanville

John Philogene

021 976 8701

1st Monday 7:45pm

Fish Hoek

Barbara Bassett

021 787 0419

2nd Sat 9:30am

Fish Hoek

Lindsay Wakeford

021 782-3305

1st Mon 3:30pm

Glencairn

Mark Collier

021 786-1660

Friday 5:30pm

Hermanus

Pam Delport

028 312-2793

Monday 9am

Jasmin Binorchis

082 870 8759

Monday 5pm

Kenilworth

Jenny Davies

021 762-2359

Alt Mon 12noon

Noordhoek

Anne Lawrence

021 787-0450

Monday 2:30pm

Ocean View

Mary-Anne Potts

021 783 0616

last Monday 7pm

Lionel Levendal

082 741-0344

Jeanie Harib

021 531-5912

Eastcliff
Hermanus
Kid Brooke

Pinelands

Mon 7.30 pm
Fri 10.00

Plumstead

Cathy Gresele

021 762-4770

Tuesday 7pm

Paarl

Shirley du Toit

021 872-9357

Thursday 7pm

Rondebosch

Winnie Thomson

021 448-4057

2nd Saturday 10am

Silvermine

Pam Grassow

021 789-1557

Alt Friday 11:15am
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AREA

FACILITATOR

PHONE

MEETING
rd

Somerset West Janie Potgieter

021 851-4375 3

Somerset West Janie Potgieter

021 851-4375 1st Fri 9:30am

Somerset West Dawn Geiges

021 855 5740 Last Thurs 3pm

Steenberg

Mary Jeftha

021 396-4378 3rd Wed 11am

Table View

Brian Podesta

021 557-5185 Monday 7:45pm

Table View

Pat Penso

021 556-3166 Monday 4pm

Wed 7:30pm

Diary 2015
Centering Prayer Mornings of Enrichment
Venue: St Stephen’s Anglican Church, Pinelands
•
13 June 2015
•
29 August 2015
•
28 November 2015

Introductory Workshop to Centering Prayer
Awaiting invitations to present workshops/presentations
Centering Prayer Small Group Facilitators Meeting
Venue: St Michael’s Catholic Church, Rondebosch
•
12 September 2015

Retreats
A call to a time of grace and peace…
23-27 September: National Intensive Silent Retreat, Coolock House, KZN
14-19 October: Gift of Life, death & dying, Life & living silent retreat, Christian
Brothers Centre, Stellenbosch
A Day of Resting in God:
25 July: Centering Prayer and Lectio Divina at Schoenstatt, Constantia.
For further details Contact:
Janie Potgieter, tel 021 851 4375 or Janie@telkomsa.net
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The Old Testament Canticles of Morning Prayer - A meditation
By Winnie Thomson
In the Catholic tradition of prayer, a very old type of prayer, originating
in monasteries, based on psalms and other scripture readings has
come to be called the Divine office. These scripture readings could be
used with our practice of Lectio Divina, either in the small groups or as
individuals when we do our daily Centering Prayer.
The seven prayers for each day follow the seven “monastic” hoursearly morning (before dawn); Morning Prayer- called Lauds; prayer
before midday, afternoon, late afternoon , Evening Prayer
(called Vespers) and Night prayer (called Compline)
“The two hinges on which the Daily Office turns [are] Lauds (Morning
Prayer) and Vespers (Evening Prayer); hence they are to be
considered as the chief Hours and are to be celebrated as such”
- Second Vatican Council: Constitution on Sacred Liturgy.
This instruction is an important summary of the Office and I would
like to offer a few personal thoughts on one part of Morning Prayer.
The office is structured with two Psalms and an Old Testament
Canticle preceding the reading and prayers which complete the
devotion.
Through many years praying this Office, I have noticed in the OT
Canticles a “story” of a relationship
which goes through the
movements of all relationships: excitement and elation; some
disaffection or doubt, and at the end of the four week cycle, a
re-establishment of that relationship.
Week 1
The canticle from 1 Chronicles * (see at the end a complete list of all
the extracts used for the canticles) is a hymn of praise to God “the
God of Israel our father, for ever and ever.” It is joyful, light and ends
“...and now we thank you, our God, and praise your glorious name.”
On Tuesday the canticle is from the book of Tobit. Again it is a
prayer of blessing to God:” Acknowledg[ing] him before all other
nations… and warning that “He will afflict us for our iniquities; and
again he will show mercy…”
Wednesday’s canticle from Judith is a song of praise and triumph: “I
will sing to my God a new song; O Lord you are great and glorious…
for the mountains shall be shaken to their foundations with the
waters… but for those who fear you, you will continue to show your
mercy.”
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In all these canticles, the emphasis is on a relationship between God
and his creation- which increases in confidence and trust.
Saturday’s canticle is Moses’ song from Exodus - the same one we
hear during the Easter Vigil – God’s triumph over the Egyptians, and
the safe crossing of the Red Sea.
Week 2
As in week 1, the Canticles praise God and affirm the faithfulness of
the people. For example, on Wednesday of this week there is
Hannah’s prayer in which she expresses her joy at having conceived
a child, even though she has promised this child (Samuel) to God’s
service. There are hints of the Magnificat which Mary prays when she
greets Elizabeth.
Friday has the canticle from the prophet Habakuk. We are reminded
that the people of the Old Testament were agrarian and pastoral, and
the images from farming are appropriate: “For even though the fig
does not blossom, nor fruit grows on the vine… yet I will rejoice in
God my saviour.” The “yet” and the “even though” reiterate the
importance of continuing to trust in God.
The second week comes to and end with the canticle from
Deuteronomy and is a call to praise the God who made us and who
protects us: “Like an eagle that watches over its young, so he spreads
his wings… the Lord alone was his guide and no other god was with
him.”
Week 2
Sirach 36:* 1-16

Tuesday

Week 1
Chronicles
20 :10-13
Tobit* 13: 1-8

Wednesday

Judith *16: 1-15

1 Samuel 2:1-10

Thursday

Isaiah 12: 1-6

Friday

Jeremiah 31:
10-14
Isaiah 45:1-26

Saturday

Exodus 15:8-18

Deuteronomy 32: 1-12

Monday

Isaiah 38: 10-20

Habakuk 3 : 2-19

* Deuterocanonical Books- not in all editions of the Bible
Week 3 and 4 to follow in the next edition.
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First Quarter Events…
At a Small Group Facilitators meeting, twenty people shared time
in Centering, Lectio Divina and teaching. It was an interesting,
inspiring and meaningful time for all. Groups connected and
shared different ideas and approaches while the fidelity to the daily
practice of Centering Prayer was emphasized.

At an Introductory Workshop to Centering Prayer, held at St.
Stephen’s Anglican Church in Pinelands, 45 people attended a well
balanced, informative presentation.
Remarks like “it exceeded all expectations” and “I am looking
forward to start contemplative prayer” were expressed. Two groups
at St. Stephen’s are now busy with the follow-on sessions.
If you are interested in an introductory workshop in your parish or
area, please do not hesitate to contact us.
A Heartfulness Retreat was held at Schoenstatt from the 5th to
the 10th of May (See page 16)
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The United in Prayer Day in March was our first “morning
only” program.
We followed the suggested global program and all left feeling
enriched, sustained and filled anew with the Spirit‘s teaching
and wisdom coming to us through willing servants of the
Lord.
Through the feedback of people attended the morning
program, a new name for our ‘Days of Renewal’ has come to
light. It will now be known as a ‘Morning of Enrichment’.

In attendance at the UiP day from the Circle of
Servers were Yvonne Sharp, Pieter Potgieter,
Barbara Bassett and Ann Brooks.
Two very successful screenings of the film, Rising Tide of
Silence, about the life of Fr Thomas Keating, took place
during the past quarter. (See page 3)
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Encounters with Merton - Spiritual
Reflections. By Henri Nouwen.
95 pages: St Paul Press, Bangalore,
2010; R30. First Published 1972,
Crossroads Publishing, New York.

This book is a glimpse into the heart of one
spiritual teacher by another. It contains extracts
from a dozen of Thomas Merton’s books and
personal journals, which inspired Nouwen himself
to write.
The contemplative Merton travelled and interacted
widely. He believed that “We are bound to search
history, that is the intelligible actions of men, for
some indications of their significance and
relevance to our commitment as Christians.”
The writing of Aldous Huxley first brought Merton
into contact with mysticism, after which the works
of Therese of Lisieux and St John of the Cross led
him further into Christian mysticism.
As a young man Merton had been drawn to
solitude, which he called “a participation in the
solitariness of God”. He believed it could be
found in the routine of the world.
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However, Merton joined a Trappist community in
1942 and lived in the monastery at Gethsemani,
Kentucky, for 26 years, until his accidental death
at age 53. “But there, where he thought he could
be alone with himself, he found that he wasn’t one
man, but that in him lived humankind, in all its
misery, but also in its longing for love.”
In this solitude Merton discovered a compassion
that was in essence non-violent. “The spirit of
truth is the spirit of non-violence,” he wrote.
“Compassion comes out of a deep experience of
solidarity,” Merton said, “in which one recognizes
that the evil, sin and violence one sees in the
world, and the other, are deeply rooted in one’s
own heart.”
“My new desert is compassion. There is no
desert so terrible, so beautiful, so arid and so
fruitful.”
These words seem to me to capture the essence of
Thomas Merton.

Oliver Centurier-Harris.
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Heartfulness retreat
The recent Heartfulness Retreat at Schoenstatt Retreat
Centre was a space of serenity which drew us into perfect
peace with our Holy Redeemer.
The program was comprehensive and challenging at every
level of our being with serene moments leading us into the
deep, deep Presence.
The material input was powerful and encouraging.
Presentations on the ‘Trinity’ and the ‘Crucified Christ’ made
a lasting impression. Grateful thanks were expressed in
comments of how God was encountered in wonderful and
powerful ways.
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Dear Friends of the Silence…
The ego gets what it wants with words. The
soul finds what it needs in silence.
The spiritual journey does not require going
anywhere because God is already with us
and in us. We only need to awaken to the
Ultimate Reality within. With contemplative
eyes, we can live with a certain non-dual
consciousness that often allow us to be
merciful to the moment, patient with human
failure, and generous toward the
maddening issues of our time.
Centering Prayer is the keystone of a
comprehensive commitment to the
Contemplative dimension of the Gospel. Two
periods a day of 20 minutes maintain the
reservoir of interior silence at a high level at
all times. To find time for the second period
may require special effort, however, the
growing awareness of our true Self will bring
to us deep spiritual peace and joy.
Please stay true to your daily practice.
Janie.
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COSA Western Cape STEERING COMMITTEE
Chapter
Coordinator : Janie Potgieter

021 851 4375

Media :

Johan du Toit

082 378 7791

Hospitality :

Dawn Geiges

021 855 5740

Literature :

Oliver & Barbara Harris

021 782 8811

Secretarial :

Francois de Jager

021 559 0406

Treasurer :

Dick Van Wijk

021 532 7520

HONORARY : Don Collier and Urs Geiges
National Co-ordinator: Elizabeth Norton-Amor
SA website:
International website:

www.centering.co.za
www.contemplativeoutreach.org

Garden Route Branch:
Branch Co-ordinator : Leela Verity

044 533 0453

Sedgefield contact: Bernie Wigmore

044 343 3242

Knysna contact: Ann Stambolie

044 343 2730

The Contemplative Journey
is generously sponsored and printed by

Konica Minolta South Africa - Cape Town
4 Mike Pienaar Boulevard, Oosterzee St, Bellville
Tel: 021 941 4500
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CONTEMPLATIVE OUTREACH (SA)
WESTERN CAPE
NEWSLETTER SUBSCRIPTION/RENEWAL/DONATION
Dear supporter of the Contemplative Way and Centering Prayer,
This is an opportunity for you to show your support and
appreciation for the work of Contemplative Outreach, done so
effortlessly and with such great love and dedication by many
voluntary individuals. With your selfless and generous giving
COSA WESTERN CAPE will be able to continue to teach the
method of Centering Prayer and to offer practices that bring its
fruits into daily life.

Kindly return the completed form with your offering.
I,_____________________________________________________,
Postal address
______________________________________________________,
herewith enclose my subscription and offering (suggested
subscription R50 per year for the newsletter)
Subscription:

R _____________

Optional offering R _____________
Total offering:

R______________

in the form of direct deposit/electronic transfer. (Please
circle and include proof of payment)

PTO
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Banking details:
Bank:
Branch code:
Account name:
Account no. :

NEDBANK, PINELANDS
1047 0900
Contemplative Outreach Western Cape

1025 8943 08

Postal address:
Mr. Dick van Wijk (COSA WC Treasurer)
120 Pinewood Village
University Drive
Pinelands 7405
Email:
Tel/fax:

gvwk@pine-wood.co.za
021 532 7520

How would you like to receive your letter?
E-mail/By post?
Email address:
____________________________________________________
Telephone:
Cell
_________________________
Landline
__________________________
Mature fruits of Centering Prayer are a deeper, caring response to the needs and rights of the human family and a
deeper respect for the integrity of all creation.
Received with gratitude.
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